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[AUDIO]

I'm very well.
It's very nice.
I'm almost sixteen.
Yes, I am.

[AUDIO]
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[AUDIO]

It's under a book.
It's behind the red
book.
It's in front of the
pens and pencils.
It's on top of the
blue book.
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[AUDIO]

James is Peter's
brother.
James is Patrick's
uncle.
James is Patrick's
nephew.
James is Teresa's
father.

[AUDIO]
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£15.19
£15.90
£50.90
£50.19

[AUDIO]

French
Geography
History
English

[AUDIO]

I think it is.
I'm right.
So do I.
So am I.

[AUDIO]

Please ask him to
call me.
Can I speak to him
please?
I'm sorry. I've got
the wrong number.
Is he very busy?

[AUDIO]
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[AUDIO]

mushroom
vegetable
grape
garlic

[AUDIO]

£12.79
£12.99
£13.49
£13.99

[AUDIO]

She opened the car
door because she
saw the cyclist.
She had an accident
because she was on
the phone.
She opened her car
door and almost
caused an accident.
She got out of her
car to answer the
phone.

[AUDIO]

A lost dog.
A headache.
A gang of criminals.
A problem with a
mobile phone.

[AUDIO]

A royal wedding.
The final metres of a
horse race.
The final seconds of
a 400-metre race.
The landing of a
space capsule.
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Listen to a shop assistant
talking to a woman. What
can the woman say now?

[AUDIO]

Ben has never won
when he's played
against Patrick
before.
Ben has lost his
tennis match against
Patrick.
Patrick has won all
the matches up to
now.
When Ben and
Patrick play, Patrick
always wins.

[AUDIO]

Dylan wants Cindy to
be his girlfriend
again.
Dylan is going to go
to Cindy's house as
soon as he can.
Dylan is watching a
film. He's going to
phone Cindy when
the film ends.
Cindy lent Dylan
some money. Dylan
is promising to repay
it.

[AUDIO]

I want to watch.
I'll miss you.
I'm just looking.
I don't like them.

[AUDIO]

He can't make any
muffins.
He hasn't got any
eggs.
He can only make
one chocolate muffin.
He can't make as
many muffins as he
wanted.
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Listen to the
conversation. What can
you say about the girl?
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Listen. Tom is talking to
his mother. What can his
mother say now?

Listen. Emma is looking
at something on a shelf
in the bathroom. She's
talking to her mother.
What can her mother say
now?

[AUDIO]

She's swimming in
the sea.
She's standing
outside and it's
snowing.
She's drinking tea,
even though it's not
very hot.
Her flat gets too hot
in the summer.

[AUDIO]

Does it suit me?
Can I put it on,
please?
Does the coat fit?
Do my feet look too
small?

[AUDIO]

I don't think he'll
mind.
He won't be in a
hurry.
It isn't his fault.
There won't be any
mess.

[AUDIO]

I didn't earn
anything.
It was a waste of
money.
I've saved a lot of
money.
I'm glad I didn't
spend much money.

[AUDIO]

Jason has painted
the living-room walls
white.
Jason found some
blue paint in the
garage.
Jason has used the
wrong paint on the
kitchen walls.
The blue paint for the
living-room is in the
kitchen.

[AUDIO]

shoes
shows
chose
choose

[AUDIO]

lights
eyes
twice
these

[AUDIO]

career, race, type
carrier, race, tape
Korea, rice, tape
career, rise, type

[AUDIO]

Australia
Canada
Los Angeles
Alaska
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[AUDIO]

The North
The South
The Confederates
The Democrats
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We're having spaghetti for
lunch ..... .

on Fridays
last night
every Monday
today

28

Listen to the
conversation between
Jason and his mother
and find the true
sentence.

29

Listen. What's the word?

30

Listen and find the word
that rhymes.

31

Listen. What three words
can you hear?

32

35

I …… usually …… jam
because it's too sweet for
me, but this jam is
delicious.

don't … like
am not … eating
not … have
haven't … get
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My brother drives too fast.
If he …… careful, he'll
have an accident one
day.

will be more
can be
won't be
isn't more
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…… read the washing
instructions before he put
his jacket in the washing
machine?

Doesn't Jack
Can't your father
Why didn't he
Must the man
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“I love your bracelet. ……
a long time?”
“No, I bought it last week.”

Did you buy it since
Have you had it for
Do you wear it for
Are you getting it
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When Fiona said the
printer didn't work, I told
…… sure it was
connected to the
computer.

was she
that she had to be
her to make
to her if she was

Damian ..... .

is good at English
doesn't speak
English at all
is a good swimmer
is at university

What can you say about
the swimming competition
for local schools?

Damian's school
often wins the
competition.
Heathcliff won the
competition twice last
year.
The competition
takes place once a
year.
Every month, six
schools take part in
the competition.
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Find the sentence that
ISN'T true.

Damian has been at
Heathcliff for less
than three years.
Damian doesn't
speak English all the
time.
Damian is 16 or 17
years old.
Damian isn't clever
enough to go to
university.

Helena Richardson is
writing to tell Damian's
parents that ..... .

they must speak
English with Damian
and not Polish
if Damian has
private lessons,
there is a good
chance his English
will get better
Damian is doing
extremely well at
school and especially
in sports
Damian must leave
Heathcliff soon
because he isn't
good at English

“Inspector Harding” is .....
.

a TV programme
a radio play
a documentary
a talk show

Jessica ..... .

has left school and
wants to be an actor
was on television last
weekend
is going to be on
television soon
had a wonderful
dream this weekend
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What can you say about
Jessica's experience this
weekend?

It was her first
experience as an
actor in a television
series.
She was
disappointed
because she didn't
have a big part.
It was difficult at the
beginning because
no one helped her.
She enjoyed it, but
she had a difficult
part to play.

What does Jessica tell us
about Carrie?

She is an important
character in
“Inspector Harding”.
Her parents wanted
her to leave home.
In real life, Jessica
looks very different
from her.
Apart from her age,
she isn't like Jessica
at all.

Find the sentence that
corresponds to what
Jessica tells us.

Mr Chasen told his
brother he had to see
Jessica in a play.
Jessica got the part
of Carrie because a
TV producer saw
her in a play.
Jessica thanks Mr
Chasen because
he's a good drama
teacher.
The producer gave
Jessica a part when
he spoke to her
immediately after the
school play.

The objects in Picture A
make a noise when you
pull them and there is a
small gift inside. Picture B
shows thin, salty biscuits.
Both are called ..... .

snaps
cookies
crackers
crisps
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Find the true sentence.

The Republic of
Ireland is part of the
United Kingdom.
There are 50 stars
on the American
flag.
Thanksgiving is a
public holiday in
England.
Soccer is another
name for American
football.
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Which country or territory
was ruled by Britain until
1947?

Gibraltar
Hong Kong
Australia
India
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…… is the hero of over
20 films. He is based on a
character created by Ian
Fleming in his books.

Superman
Dracula
James Bond
Sherlock Holmes
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“Why isn't Jimmy playing
in the match?”
“He's got a cold. He
wanted to play today but
he …… by his mum since
he became ill.”

isn't allowed to go
out
was told to stay in
bed
has been kept at
home
has had to stop
playing football
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Find the pair of words that
contains the same vowel
sound. For example:
raining/later.

different, between
hotel, forty
power, growing
nicer, princess
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“Deal”, “spades” and
“deck” are all associated
with ..... .

card games
gardening
sailing
business

